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Using Semantic Segmentation in a Convoluted Neural Network for 
Vocal Localization in Music
Implications & Future Work
Implies the ability to extract vocal 
audio from a full song—useful for 
remastering songs from tape
First step taken for a new audio 
isolation technique that could be 
competitive in the industry
Future work would be to take the 
STFT image and map it back to a 
full song and save it
Is it possible to determine what part 






There are a lot more tools available 
when approaching image processing 
rather than signal processing:
• Convoluted Neural Network
• U-Network
• Semantic Segmentation
Is it possible to solve this issue with 
image processing techniques rather 
than signal processing techniques?
Data Creation and Preprocessing
Figure: Short Time Fourier Transform of an 
entire song
Figure: Short Time Fourier Transform of Vocals 
for the same song
Figure: Binary Mask for Vocal’s STFT-Labeled 
data
Preprocessing:
• Make a sound file an image
• Take Windowed Short Time
Fourier Transform (STFT)
• Use Full Song STFT as input
• Use Binary Mask of Vocal STFT
for labeled data
U-Network Output
Format: outputted as a graph that 
can be saved as an image. All 
masked areas are predicted vocal 
regions
Accuracy: 80%-90% 
Loss Function: Binary cross-
entropy 
Figure: U-network output showing masked 
prediction on top of original audio STFT
Demonstrated initial advancement 
in signal processing: localizing 
vocals within an audio file
Illustrated ability to use this 
technology for any instrument to be 






Figure: Example U-Network Architecture
Source: tinyurl.com/ye6wmdsj
